3 sheets
1 practice
1 write a cue at How
To fold an airplane
not draw
Swap instr
Follow what wrote not meant on 3rd sheet
show
Try to hit me
Fold top so each \( \frac{1}{2} \) width runs along fold

Fold on 6 D Airplane

Get piece of paper

Crumple paper into smallest ball you can
Good
Fly, while
look good
Stream hud
✓ Straight
✓ Far
✓ Paper (I shoot)
✓ Reusable
Nouns
- Ed's corn
- Paper
- Fold
- Hand
- Side

Adjs
- Long
- Short

Verbs
- Fold
- Unfold
- Pick up
- Fly
- Flip
- Throw
- Hold
- Crease
- Crumple
Numbers

Point - Znum, show edge 1st

Fold pt to touch pt degrees (For/back)

Unfold - Pr (x2) degrees

Coplanarize pt, pt
Pseudocode